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CALL FOR PAPERS

For whom? Any junior researcher and PhD student currently working on topics related to energy economics and engineering can participate. The aim of the PhD Day is to give PhD students the opportunity to present their work in detail including a comprehensive feedback of senior researchers and professors.

How does it work? (i) Submit your abstract to the IAEE Conference 2017 (www.aaee.at/iaee2017) and register for the PhD Day(*). (ii) After a positive evaluation you will be invited to upload a full paper to finish your PhD Day registration. (iii) Your paper will be reviewed by another student and a professor. In return, you review a colleagues' paper. (iv) You present your work at the PhD Day and get extended feedback from your reviewers helping to get your paper journal-ready.

How much? The participation and all provisions, including the evening programme (Student Reception) are free of charge! The best presentation will be awarded.

What are the deadlines? Submit your abstract until 1 April 2017 as .pdf to www.aaee.at/iaee2017. Acceptance notification will be by 30 April 2017. Your full paper has to be submitted by 30 June 2017.

(*) If you want to participate in the PhD Day only (without Conference participation), please refer to aaeesc@tuwien.ac.at.